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(54) Title: INJECTION DEVICE 

(57) Abstract: An injection device (110) is described having a housing (112) and 
a housing closure means (130). The injection device (110) houses a syringe (114) 
having a needle (118) which is sealed by a boot (120). The housing closure means 
(130) is arranged so that the boot can be connected to the housing closure means 
simply, but cannot be removed from the housing closure means. The housing and 

150 housing closure means are arranged so that upon rotation of the housing closure 
means, the housing closure means is moved axially away from the housing and the 
boot and the boot is removed from the syringe. The injection device is simple to 

113 use and manufacture.  
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INJECTION DEVICE 

BACKGROUND TECHNOLOGY 

The present invention relates to an injection device of the type that receives a syringe, 

extends it, discharges its contents and then retracts it automatically. Devices of this general 

description are shown in WO 95/35126 and EP-A-0 516 473 and tend to employ a drive 

spring and some form of release mechanism that releases the syringe from the influence of 

the drive spring once its contents are supposed to have been discharged, to allow it to be 

retracted by a return spring.  

Often, such injection devices are required to work with sealed hypodermic syringes which 

typically have a hermetically sealed cover or "boot" that covers the hypodermic needle and 

maintains the sterility of the syringe contents. Naturally, it is necessary to maintain the 

sterility of the syringe contents up to the point of administration, which means that for 

devices that are designed to be disposable, the boot must be removed with the syringe 

inside the injection device.  

Typically, the action required to remove the boot from the syringe entails either pulling the 

boot away from the syringe or twisting the boot and pulling it away from the syringe. If a 

filled syringe has been around for quite a while before it is used, it is often difficult to 

remove the boot from the syringe; a substantial force of in excess of 20N is often required.  

If the injection devices are used by patients having rheumatoid arthritis or elderly or weak 

patients, it is difficult for the patient to remove the boot from the syringe prior to its use. In 

addition, the boots are small and fiddly to grip for all users but particularly for users who 

have poor flexibility in their joints or limited manual dexterity. Since the boot of the 

syringe may be positioned inside the housing, there may also be limited access to the boot.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The injection devices of the present invention are designed to deal with these problems.  

An injection device according to the present invention comprises: 

a housing adapted to receive a syringe having a discharge nozzle and a boot that 

covers its discharge nozzle, the housing defining a first axis and having first and second 

ends, wherein the discharge nozzle is capable of extending from the first end of the 

housing through an exit aperture, the housing further having a camming surface at its first 

end; and 

a housing closure member having a calming surface for communicating with the 

calming surface on the housing so that rotation of the housing closure member about the 

axis causes the housing closure member to move axially away from the housing; 

the housing closure member further comprising means for connecting to the boot of 

the syringe so that removal of the housing closure member from the housing causes 

removal of the boot from the syringe.  

The camming surfaces on the housing and housing closure means may comprise 

corresponding curved surfaces.  

The housing closure member may further comprise an external grip feature with which a 

user can grip the housing closure member.  

One of the housing closure member and the housing may further comprise a ridge with 

which a corresponding indentation on the other of the housing closure member and the 

housing can communicate in order to retain the housing closure member on the housing.  

The means for connecting may comprise a pressed grip washer with a profiled internal 

diameter. In use, the boot would be inserted into the centre of the grip washer, and the 

profiled internal diameter would deform slightly to surround the boot. In particular, the 

grip washer may be bent into a frustroconical shape. However, as the cap is removed, the 

grip washer would dig into the boot and prevent it from being removed from the cap.
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The internal diameter of the grip washer may be castellated. Alternatively, the grip washer 

may comprise an internally toothed star washer or shakeproof washer.  

The means for connecting may be formed from metal.  

The means for connecting may be held in an indentation moulded into the housing closure 

means.  

The means for connecting may be housed in a central boss moulded into the inside of the 

housing closure means. The means for connecting may be held in place in the housing 

closure means by an indentation moulded in to the central boss.  

Alternatively, the means for connecting may be moulded from the same material as the 

housing closure means, as part of a central boss moulded into the inside of the housing 

closure means.  

The means for connecting may comprise a central boss having a hollow end, whereina lip 

of the hollow end is bevelled on its leading edge but not on its trailing edge. In use, the 

boot would ride over the bevelled edge as it was inserted into the housing closure means.  

However, as the housing closure means is removed, the trailing edge would dig into the 

boot and prevent it from being removed from the housing closure means.  

The housing closure means may further comprise a support surface for supporting an end 

of a boot of a syringe.  

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The invention will now be described by way of example with reference to the 

accompanying drawings, in which: 

Figure 1 shows a perspective view of an injection device according to the present invention 

with the housing closure member removed and the needle in an extended position;
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Figure 2 shows a plan view of the injection device of figure 1; 

Figure 3 shows a side view of the injection device of figure 1; 

Figure 4 shows a perspective view of the injection device of figures 1 to 3, with the 

housing closure member in place; 

Figure 5 shows a plan view of the injection device of figure 4; 

Figure 6 shows a perspective view of a castellated grip washer for use in an injection 

device according to an embodiment of the present invention; 

Figure 7 shows. a housing closure member for use in an injection device according to an 

embodiment of the present invention; 

Figure 8 shows the cap of figure 7 when engaged with a syringe boot of a syringe used 

with an injection device according to an embodiment of the present invention; and 

Figure 9 shows a cross-sectional view of part of an injection device according to an 

embodiment of the present invention.  

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Figures 1 to 5 and 9 show an injection device 110 according to a first embodiment of the 

present invention. The injection device has an injection device housing 112.  

The housing 112 contains a hypodermic syringe 114 of conventional type, including a 

syringe body 116 defining a reservoir and terminating at one end in a hypodermic needle 

118. The syringe 114 has a hermetically sealed cover or "boot" that covers the hypodermic 

needle 118 and maintains the sterility of the syringe contents. The boot is generally formed 

of a soft rubber of plastics material. Whilst the syringe illustrated is of hypodermic type, 

this need not necessarily be so. Transcutaneous or ballistic dermal and subcutaneous
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syringes may also be used with the injection device of the present invention.  

The injection device is further provided with a cap 130. As is best seen from figures 1 to 3 

and 7, the cap is retained on the housing 112 by a ridge 113 on the housing 112, and a 

corresponding indentation 131 on the inside of the cap 130.  

Close to the end of the housing 112 from which the hypodermic needle can extend, there is 

provided a curved camming surface 150 which corresponds with another curved calming 

surface 152 on the cap 130.  

As can be seen from figures 7 and 8, the interior of the cap 130 is provided with a 

castellated grip washer 160. This grip washer 160 is shown in figure 6. The grip washer 

160 is held in place in the cap 130 by a corresponding indentation 162 which is moulded 

into the interior of the cap 130.  

The exterior of the cap 130 is provided with a pair of grip surfaces 170. These grip 

surfaces 170 provide a surface through which the user can grip the cap 130.  

As can be seen from figure 9, the interior of the cap 130 may be provided with a support 

surface 180 which supports the end of the boot 120.  

During manufacture of the injection device 110, the syringe 114 and boot 120 are inserted 

into the housing as a single piece. The cap is placed onto the housing such that the boot 

120 is forced into the centre of the castellated washer 160 and the ridge 113 on the housing 

engages with the indentation 131 in the cap 130. In addition the two camping surfaces 

150, are aligned. By forcing the boot 120 into the castellated washer 160, the castellations 

deform so that the washer takes up a slightly frustroconical shape. The metal from which 

the washer 160 is formed cuts into the softer plastics or rubber material from which the 

boot 120 is formed. Consequently a very firm grip is produced on the boot 120.  

When the injection device 110 is to be used, the user holds the housing with one hand, and 

grips the cap 130 with the other hand using the grip surfaces 170. The user then rotates the 

cap 130. In rotating the cap 130, the two calming surfaces 150, 152 move over each other,
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and the cap 130 is moved axially away from the housing 112. This rotational and axial 

movement also twists and pulls the boot 120 off the syringe 114. The boot 120 is held 

stationary within the cap 130 by the castellated washer 160 because the force required to 

twist the boot 120 and remove it from the syringe 114 is significantly less than that 

required to pull the boot 120 out of the centre of the castellated washer 160. The support 

surface 180 helps to prevent the boot 120 from being pulled away from the syringe 114 at 

an angle, by maintaining the axial alignment of the boot 120 within the cap 130.  

The present invention provides a simple and effective way of solving the problems of the 

prior art devices. Since no modifications need to be made to the syringe or boot, a standard 

syringe can be used, and manufacturing costs can be reduced. Furthermore, the tolerances 

with which the syringe and boot are positioned within the housing are not critical since 

once the boot has been inserted into the castellated washer, it cannot be removed. It does 

not matter how much of the boot extends through the washer, provided that the washer 

grips the boot sufficiently. Since the insertion depth and exact size of the syringe and boot 

can be subject to variation, this is a significant advantage.  

In addition, the number of operational steps required to use the device is minimised since it 

is not necessary to perform two separate steps to remove the cap and the boot.
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CLAIMS 

1. An injection device comprising: 

a housing adapted to receive a syringe having a discharge nozzle and a boot that 

covers its discharge nozzle, the housing defining a first axis and having first and second 

ends, wherein the discharge nozzle is capable of extending from the first end of the 

housing through an exit aperture, the housing further having a camping surface at its first 

end; and 

a housing closure member having a camming surface for communicating with the 

camming surface on the housing so that rotation of the housing closure member about the 

axis causes the housing closure member to move axially away from the housing; 

the housing closure member further comprising means for connecting to the boot of 

the syringe so that removal of the housing closure member from the housing causes 

removal of the boot from the syringe.  

2. An injection device according to claim 1 wherein the camming surfaces on the 

housing and housing closure means comprise corresponding curved surfaces.  

3. An injection device according to claim 1 or claim 2 further comprising an external 

grip feature with which a user can grip the housing closure member.  

4. An injection device according to any preceding claim, wherein one of the housing 

closure member and the housing further comprises a ridge with which a corresponding 

indentation on the other of the housing closure member and the housing can communicate 

in order to retain the housing closure member on the housing.  

5. An injection device according to any preceding claim wherein the means for 

connecting comprises a pressed grip washer with a profiled internal diameter.  

6. An injection device according to claim 5 wherein the internal diameter of the grip 

washer is castellated.  

7. An injection device according to claim 5, wherein the grip washer comprises an
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internally toothed star washer or shakeproof washer.  

8. An injection device according to any of claims 5 to 7, wherein, upon connecting the 

boot of the syringe to the housing closure member, the grip washer is bent into a 

frustroconical shape.  

9. An injection device according to any preceding claim, wherein the means for 

connecting is formed from metal.  

10. An injection device according to any preceding claim wherein the means for 

connecting is held in an indentation moulded into the housing closure means.  

11. An injection device according to any preceding claim wherein the means for 

connecting is housed in a central boss moulded into the inside of the housing closure 

means.  

12. An injection device according to claim 11, in which the means for connecting is 

held in place in the housing closure means by an indentation moulded into the central boss.  

13. An injection device according to any of claim 1 to 4, wherein the means for 

connecting is moulded from the same material as the housing closure means, as part of a 

central boss moulded into the inside of the housing closure means.  

14. An injection device according to claim 13, wherein the means for connecting 

comprises a central boss having a hollow end, wherein a lip of the hollow end is bevelled 

on its leading edge but not on its trailing edge.  

15. An injection device according to any preceding claim, further comprising a support 

surface for supporting an end of a boot for a syringe.  

16. An injection device substantially as hereinbefore described with reference to and as 

shown in the attached drawings.
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